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unconformity (Late Palaeozoic earth movement) separates Middle Pennsylvanian
and Early Permian rocks, but this deformation does not appear to have affected the
main body of the Sverdrup Basin.

(6) The Prince Patrick Uplift includes southern Prince Patrick Island and a
small part of the northern extremity of Banks Island. The Uplift appears to involve
an inlier of Devonian rocks that are cut by north trending normal faults, and there
is evidence that the Uplift experienced repeated movements within the Mesozoic.
It is suggested that the structures exposing late Precambrian rocks at Nelson Head
on the south coast of Banks Island are related to the Prince Patrick Uplift, and
that both regions represent culminations along a largely buried Precambrian struc-
tural high analagous to the Boothia and Minto Arches.

(7) The Arctic Coastal Plain, a narrow strip of late Tertiary and early Pleisto-
cene non-marine clastic sediments that borders on the Arctic Ocean and extends from
Banks of Meighen Island. These sediments (Beaufort formation) rest unconformably
upon all older formations and dip gently to the northwest. Relatively recent faulting
has probably taken place. This is indicated by the presence of probable faults displac-
ing the Beaufort formation and by many straight and arcuate coast lines that strongly
suggest fault-line scarps.

THE POSITION OF THE GEOLOGIST
IN THE OIL INDUSTRY TODAY

H. T. MORLEY

Current conditions of oversupply have depressed the oil industry, curtailed ex-
ploration operations, and have created not overly promising prospects for geologists
as well as others in the industry. This is a shott-term situation, however, when
viewed against the growth of populations and economies around the world, and the
consequent projections of demand in relation to supply. These projections indicate
that in the foreseeable future our current oversupply could well be reversed into a
definite shortage. It is most important that the industry be left free to maintain and
step up its activities to insure adequate future supplies.

A number of factors pose serious threats to the long-term prospects of the in-
dustry. Among them are (1) the continuing pressure against percentage depletion,
(2) Federal controls over natural gas production, and (3) the thinly-disguised
efforts of the coal industry to obtain, through government action, end-use controls
over fuels.

The nature of these threats, and the implications of socialism which they con-
tain, are of immediate concern to each of us. It therefore behooves geologists as pro-
fessional people to participate personally and actively in efforts to explain and in-
terpret the industry to consumers, public officials and others whose opinions influ-
ence the legislation under which our industry must operate. Too many in our nation
have lost sight of the fact that individual enterprise has been the principal factor in
the rise of this nation, and that socialism has been a dismal failure wherever it has
been tried.

If each one of us, believing strongly in the dignity and worth of the individual
and certain that a free competitive economy can create markets and jobs for all, will
work continually in our own way to convince others of our beliefs, the results may
well be astounding.
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